Grimshaw Foundation Education + Outreach Programme
A six week architecture learning project
for two London secondary schools
during November + December 2021
delivered by Urban Learners

Aims of the Learning Project:
• To encourage young people to get involved with Architecture, and especially those from
diverse + ‘non-traditional’ backgrounds by:
• providing an aspirational + inspirational architecture learning experience connecting
different curriculum strands.
• signposting career opportunities before GCSE subject choices are made.
• To develop relationships with schools close to Grimshaw studios + projects.
• To provide volunteering opportunities for Grimshaw architects.
• To provide visual + learning material for the Grimshaw Foundation website.
• To provide material (or a starting point) for future architecture learning projects in other
schools (UK, Sydney, New York +). Note STEAM school in Sydney is Parramatta High School.

This architecture learning project is a:

STEAM + project

Science, Technology, Engineering, Art + design, Maths
A design project that:
• explores the positive links between architecture and
tackling climate crisis by:
• connecting Key Stage 3 curriculum strands in
science, maths, geography and art, design +
technology.
• allows learning (and research) through experimenting
and hands-on making.
• provides an opportunity for students to work alongside
architects and visit + make at Grimshaw’s studio
• starts during COP26
Curriculum strands:
Science: ‘How are we changing our planet?’, Earth + atmosphere, Fossil
fuels + their problems. Geography: climate change. Maths: angles + shapes,
3D shapes, ratio + proportion.

LOCAL

An architecture learning project
for Key Stage 3 students (12-14 yr olds)

NATIONAL

a creative project that:
• illuminates the possibilities architecture can provide for
sustainable future living.
•

enables students to explore climate crisis + sustainable
buildings through hands-on making activities.

based on:
COP26, a local exemplar sustainable building to each
school, the Eden Project + Terra Sustainability Pavilion

GLOBAL

Architecture Challenging Climate Crisis – from the ‘LOCAL to the GLOBAL’ : Creative Learning Content + Structure Overview
for Stratford School Academy, Stratford
Intro
1 hr
Introduction

•

What is STEAM?

•

What is architecture?

•

What is sustainability?

•

Who are Grimshaw
Architects?

•

What is Climate Crisis?

•

What is sustainable
architecture?

Show Grimshaw films on
the topics above.

Session 1:

S2:

2-3 hrs long

1 hr

Visit 1 local building

Royal Docks Academy
Potential buildings to visit:
•
Olympic Park/ London
Aquatics Centre etc
•
English National Ballet
•
PEARL
•
Floating Church
•
Container City 2 at
Trinity Buoy Wharf

Explore 1 contemporary +
sustainable local building:
•
Building could be introduced
by architect, +/or curator, +/or
local user.
•
Urban Learners ‘discovery’
activities for building

S3:
1 hr

S4:

Session 5:

1 hr

2-3 hr long
Visit Grimshaw
Studio

Sessions in the classroom – during curriculum time

•

UL making
activity:
experimenting
with a detail of
visited building in
3D.

Film would help
inform activity
based on S1 + S2
activities
Potential to create ‘Ted
Talks’ from experts of
buildings visited for
online learning.

During each session:
•
UL creative games to
understand key points
of Eden project + Terra
Pavilion.
•
UL Experimental
activities: Make small
models to grasp big
ideas

•

•

•

Activities easily
adaptable to create
online learning
activities
Potential to film
activities to help create
online activity or
instructions for other
schools?

•

Experience being in an
architects office –quick
sketching activity with
Grimshaw volunteers.
Make large structure
designed by Annabel/ Scale
Rule, and inspired by Eden
Project, with help from
Grimshaw volunteers.
Potential for their
structures to be built at a
larger scale in laminated
timber(?), and at a later
date at the school, eg a
‘reading den’ in new
library.
NB using the same tool-kit
that will be sent out to
many schools

What’s
possible
in an
hour’s
session?

